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Corporate Strategy

by Leif Johnson

A corporatist package
The Eastern Airlines settlement was designed by Chase
Manhattan and the Democratic Party's Trilateralists.
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the family), served on Eastern's board
age reductions of 22 percent for
the pilots of Eastern Airlines and 18
of directors until 1981, as did Felix G .
percent for the remainder of the air
Rohatyn, the architect of New York
City's Big MAC takeover of the city's
lines' 35,000 employees and suspen
finances by the major banks.
sion of work rules have been accepted
by the union leadership representing
The Chase scenario for Eastern
pilots, mechanics, and other flight
erupted in September when Frank
personnel.
Borman, chairman of the company,
In return, the airline will give the
wrote to all employees explaining that
employees four seats on the 19-man
the company would have to file for
board of directors and 12 million new
bankruptcy unless the employees made
ly issued stock shares, if the employ
very large wage and work-rule
ees ratify the deal.
concessions. Two years ago Eastern's
Richard L. McGraw, a senior
employees took a smaller wage cut to
Eastern vice-president, claimed that
offset the effects of airline deregula
Chase Manhattan, Eastern's leading
tion, the first major piece of legislation
creditor, together with other creditors,
by the Trilateral Commission's Jim
had threatened to "pull the plug" on
my Carter.
the airline on Jan. 1 if the airline did
The seriousness of Borman's
not sell the corporatist plan to the
bankruptcy threat was punctuated by
unions.
the bankruptcy filing by Frank Lor
A spokesman for Chase Manhat
enzo's Continental Airline on Oct. 1.
tan told the press on Dec. 8 that if the
Lorenzo had demanded his employees
workers ratify the plan it will "satisfy
take a 30 to 50 percent wage/work
the financial conditions that we agreed
rules cut (striking Continental em
to" in order to relax the loan contract
ployees say the cuts could be as much
conditions.
as 70 percent for pilots). When they
The key role of Chase, which also
balked, Lorenzo filed for bankruptcy,
appears in the bankruptcy filing by
even though he reputedly had $20 mil
Continental Airlines Oct. 1, suggests
lion in banked cash and was in no need
to�down coordination in creating a
of court protection from his creditors.
Mussolini-style "solution" for the air
Lorenzo's major creditor and
line industry based on the deregula
strongest financial backer is Chase
tion passed by Congress in 1978 ..
Manhattan. He also uses the law firms
Chase Manhattan is the bank of the
of former Democratic Party head Bob
Rockefeller family, long headed by
Strauss and present Democratic chair
David Rockefeller, the originator of
man Chuck Manatt. Mauatt'S firm is
the Trilateral Commission, which is - credited with successfully maneuver
dedicated to a "one-world" corpora
ing to block an attempted employee.
tism. Another of the Rockefeller
buy-out of Continental, allowing Lor
brothers, Laurence (the "greenie" of
enzo to take the airline.
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Economics

Borman credits the union's agree
ment to the efforts of Willie Usery,
the adviser to President Nixon who
negotiated the labor settlements under
Nixon's 1972 wage and price con
trols. Before that, Usery was a top
official of the International Associa
tion of Machinists, a key union in the
-Eastern corporatist "solution."
According to the Washington Post,
before Frank Borman brought Usery
into the negotiations, Eastern's lAM
chief Charles Bryan was adamantly
opposed to giving large concessions
to Eastern. When Usery entered the
picture,Bryan's accusations that Bor
man had falsified the financial plight
of the airline to wrest the concessions
melted, and on Dec. 8, Bryan told the
press, "We said at the beginning there
would be no concessions and no give
backs. There have been no conces
sions or givebacks. "
Bryan was suggesting that th� 12
million watered stocks and the four
seats on the board of directors are equal
in value to givebacks equaling several -hundred million dollars in 1984.
Some labor leaders suggest that
Eastern's corporatist solution, which
gives the victims a hand in the admin
istration of their own victimization, is
part of a larger scheme not only-to
demoralize workers and further sup
press wages, but to focus the blame on
President Reagan.
That would be ironic, since East
ern's corporatist solution is definitely
the labor policy of Democratic front
runner Walter Mondale. It was Chuck
Manatt who sponsored Mondale's
early endorsement by the AFL-CIO.
Note, too, that 10 of Mondale's·
top 22 advisers are Trilateral mem
bers, and 18 of the 22 were top mem
bers of the Carter administration,
which, together with Senator Kenne
dy, rushed through the disastrous air
line deregulation.
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EIR Quarterly Economic Report
Documents Federal Reserve Statistical Fraud
The Federal Reserve Board's Industrial Production Index is exaggerating increases in output by up to
80 percent. The Bureau of Labor Statistics' Consumer price Index is lying about inflation: the real rate
is two to three times the BLS figure.
In the October 1983 EIR Quarterly Economic
Report, you will find for the first time anywhere:

I. Executive Summary
II. General Statistical Forecast
a) U.S. Economy as a Whole

·how the Federal Reserve created the 1983
recovery out of thin air by artificially depressing
the second-half 1982 figures and puffing up the
first-half 1983 figures.
•

b) Standard Industrial Category Sectors
Ill. Status of Basic Economic Infrastructure

IV. Status of Selected Sectors of Production
V. Status of Monetary Crisis
a) General Financial Collapse

how devices like the Quality Adjustment
Factor are used by the Fed and the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to ignore up to half the increase
in consumer prices since 1967.
•

b) OECD Debt/Equity Ratios' Movement
i) U.S.A. Debt Crisis
ii) European Debt Crisis Skyrockets

VI. Fraud in U.S. Government Statistical Reporting
VII. Policy Options Available to the President

an independent survey of real output and
inflation, based on data gathered directly from
manufacturing sources.

VIlL Improvements in LaRouche-Riemann

•

Forecasting Policy

SPECIAL OFFER TO SUBSCRIBERS ONLY
October Quarterly Report: $250.00
(This report sells to non-subscribers for $2,000)
For further information, call William Engdahl, Special Services, (212) 247-8820 or (800) 223-5594, x 818.
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EXECUTIVE INTELLIGENCE REVIEW
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copies of the October Quarterly

Report at $250.00 each.
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